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RIDE MANAGER’S
HANDBOOK
January 2017

This handbook is intended as a guide for new Ride Managers as well as a reference for veteran Managers. As
much detail as possible has been covered, however, some conditions may have inadvertently been missed.

Please note, your flyer and all other Ride/Event details should be forwarded as soon as possible to the
webmaster@octra.on.ca so that the OCTRA calendar can accurately reflect your planning, events, and
registration process. Please include information on all events including Rides, Training Rides, Clinics, etc. If
you choose to post information on a Facebook page, be aware that many of our members do not follow social
media and therefore will not be aware of any of your announcements. Please ensure you send ALL info to
the Webmaster. If you have additional information at a later date you may forward them to the OCTRA
Secretary for posting on our web page and the “official” Facebook page.
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ONTARIO COMPETITIVE TRAIL RIDING ASSOCIATION
OCTRA is recognized as Ontario’s equine, long distance riding sport organization across Ontario, Canada and the
United States.
OCTRA is unique within Canada because:
 It sanctions all long distance riding disciplines (Set Speed, Competitive Trail, Ride ‘n Tie and Endurance
as well as Mileage and Training Rides)
 Its riders range from children to seniors; and from those new to the sport trying shorter distance or long
time members who enjoy the range of disciplines/distances to international ranking competitors …. and
they all participate together.
A primary goal of OCTRA is the development and growth of long distance riding in our province. And since this
is an Association of riders and their supporters, the aspirations of those riders ARE the aspirations of the
Association.
Most long distance events are operated by private ride management teams or individuals. They are ultimately
responsible for and liable for their own event. Ride Management establishes their own goals which might be as
simple as “have fun and don’t lose money” or as ambitious as hosting an international event. With this goal in
mind, they choose how to sanction and possibly cross-sanction the events within their ride. Ride Management
is responsible for negotiating event sanctioning with the respective organizations. This is essentially a contract
bewtween Ride Management and the Organization(s) being sanctioned with. The standard cautions apply:
 Know the terms of agreement
 Beware hidden costs
 Beware unexpected requirements, and
 Know that the more parties that are involved the harder it is to please everyone.
The main cost of breaking a sanctioning agreement is that it may result in future sanctions being denied –
avoid burning your bridges. In extreme cases (e.g. rules were blatantly disregarded by Ride Management or
necessary ride result information is not provided ) riders’ mileage and competiton points may be revoked.
Sanctioning With OCTRA
OCTRA is the primary sanctioning organization in Ontario because it provides all the essentials to operate a
quality long distance event including such things as:
 Event insurance to protect ride management and workers.
 Trail oversight to help ensure safe and fair trails for riders.
 Physical resources for ride operation such as equine first aid and hydration kits, timing and
communications equipment.
 An awards and accomplishment structure for members.
 Marketing and promotional support.
For information on Cross Sanctioning please see Appendix I.
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RIDE MANAGERS
Trail Overview
Ride Managers should consider the following (especially if this is their first event):
 If this is your first ride:
o you may wish to recruit the help of an experienced Ride Manager especially if you have not
competed as a long distance riding competitor at an OCTRA event.
o You will probably be asked by the OCTRA BoD to limit your first ride to a 40k event in order to
gain experience.
 You should be very familiar with the OCTRA Rule Book as well as the requirements of any other
organization you may be cross-sanctiioning with.
 The main concern is to have a safe, well managed, challenging trail. It must not be so challenging that it
“turns off” new riders to our sport but, but challenging enough for our experienced riders to enjoy.
 When planning your trail, decide if you want all vet checks at home base. This is the easiest and least
expensive route to follow.
 If your trail is a non-repetitive 40k trail that only returns to home base at the finish, you will need an
“away vet check” at approximately the half way point. Ensure this vetting area is large enough as you
will need:
o an area large enough to accompany a water trough, with 6-10 sponges & bucket as well as 6-10
horses and riders.
o at least three side by side P&R (Pulse & Recovery) areas with about 6-10 paces from here to the
vetting area.
o sufficient room for at least three vets working side by side and at least three trot out areas
approximately 100 feet long with enough room from the vets for the rider to lunge or trot their
horses in a circle.
 Similar set ups are required for CTR, Set Speed and Ride ‘n Tie and for more experienced Ride Managers,
Endurance.
 If you intend to have all vetting done at home base, it is much more interesting and challenging to the
competitors to ride different loops of approximately 20+k each rather than having them ride the same
loop twice; however, it is quite common at 10k to 40k rides to have one loop, of half the distance, that
each participant must ride twice.
 Something to consider is that if there are 80-100 competitors on a 40k ride with only one 20k loop and
a standard ride time of 4.5 hours, your first horses to start will be back in, vetted and ready to leave again
before all of your starters have gone out – this could make this area very congested.
 Try to have as little trail as possible on vehicle-traveled roads and as much as possible on bush trails,
fields, hills, streams, (cross country) or any other type of terrain deemed safe but challenging for both
the horse and rider.
 If your trail must cross private property:
o you MUST obtain permission from the land owner and ensure the land owner is aware of
OCTRA’s liability policy with third party endorsement that covers the land owner for any damage
or injury caused by competitors and or volunteers during your competition.
o ensure the property owners also are aware that all competitors have liability insurance that
covers the horse owner for any damage their equine athletes may cause to the property on rare
occasions.
 You must ensure that, as much as possible, your trail is:
 free from safety hazards such as broken glass, sharp branches, broken limbs and trees, old broken
and downed fence wire;
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marked for natural hazards such as groundhog holes, mud or sand sink holes, partially rotten or
broken planks on wooden bridges, badly rusted,or holes in metal pipes and culverts.
Your trail must be very close in length to the length that you have indicated on your sanctioning form(s).
This means that your trail should be measured using an ATV, motor bike, a wheeled pedometer or a GPS
tracking app. Remember to ask forest officials and property owners for permission to use ATV’s or
motorized vehicles on their property.
You should know in advance of laying out your trail which discipline (Set Speed, CTR, Endurance or Ride
‘n Tie) you wish to put over each section of trail. Endurance riders, particularly those who compete
internationally, tend to go faster at 12-24 kph whereas CTR and Set Speed, by OCTRA rules, is limited to
8-16 kph and Ride ‘n Tie rides need a little more room along the trail to tie horses while allowing runners
and other riders to safely pass a tied horse.
One of the most important people on your team will be your Trail Master. This person must know the
trail in detail and MUST be available on ride day to correct any trail problems and to answer any question
regarding the trail. As a Ride Manager, you will have enough to do without worrying about the trail.
The Trail Master and Ride Manager must be different people on ride day and neither are allowed to
participate in the event as riders.
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Other Items
 Training Rides:
o The Ride Flyer should notify all participants that horses without Coggins Tests may be in
attendance in camp and on trail as participants are not required to have this test for this
level of ride.
o The Ride Talk should stress trail etiquette for and between new and more experienced
riders
 Promoting OCTRA - Ride Managers are encouraged to:
o Promote CTR, Endurance and Set Speed for cross training purposes to other
disciplines in their area
o Promote local riders to try rides that are near them as for cross training purposes
or just for fun
 Electronic Registration forms - Ride Managers may use an electronic registration form so that
they know how many riders are registered as early as possible. This form can be linked to their
ride flyer to make it easy for members to find and to register. Any RM interested in this may
contact Doug Price for a copy of his form or for assistance.
 OCTRA Insurance - It is the RM’s/Event Organizer’s responsibility to ensure there are no
insurance issues 30 days in advance of the Ride. They should contact any landowners prior to
this and confirm that our insurance is satisfactory.
 Year End Awards - The Awards Chair requires a comprehensive volunteer list from Ride
Manager’s including correct and up to date contact information (name, telephone #, email). RMs
will be responsible for getting the appropriate clothing size for any volunteers who get an award.
If the recipient gives incorrect sizing info, OCTRA would only replace it in a different size if the
recipient paid for the change. The Sanctioning Chair should remind RMs of this requirement at
the beginning of every season.
 Additional Ride Kit – The Ride Kit East contact person is Elaine Steele and the Ride Kit West
contact person is Sue Downing. As well, the Board accepted Bob Coleman and Michelle Bignell’s
gracious offer to share the Ride Kit they created for NAETC and other Ganny Distance events that
take place at their Cayuse Creek Ranch. The kit will be made available to other OCTRA Ride
Managers. RMs will still need to get one of the OCTRA Ride Kits in order to have fluids,
medications and other vet supplies not included in the Cayuse Kit. Any Ride Managers interested
in using this kit should contact Bob Coleman.
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Important OCTRA Dates
 Ride Season is December 1st to November 30th.
 Worker Credit Info:
o RMs to Worker Credit Chair within two weeks of their ride.
o Worker Credit Chair to Awards Chair by November 16th
 Ride Results:
o RMs must submit to Web Chair within two weeks of their ride.
o Web Chair to have ride results posted to web in a timely fashion and no later than December
8th
o Year End Points Chair to Awards Chair by December 15th
o Distance Reward Program Chair to Awards Chair by December 15th

Non-Octra Ride Info:
o Riders to Distance Reward Program Chair by December 8th
o Distance Reward Program Chair to Awards Chair by December 15th
 Awards & AGM
o 2nd or 3rd week of February
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SANCTIONING PROCESS
It is the responsibity of Ride Managers to be aware of OCTRA rules and abide by them at their events. Any
concerns should be brought to the Board’s attention in a timely matter. The Rule Book is available at
www.octra.on.ca.
Championship Ride Sanctioning Application forms for Provincial Championships should be in a year in advance
so that qualifying rides can be held in the year preceeding.
Ride Managers must fill out an OCTRA Ride Sanction Application form and have it in the Sanctioning Chair’s
hands with appropriate fees, a minimum of 90 days prior to your event. All information requested on the form
MUST be filled out and the form must be accompanied by the required fee. Where possible, plans and
sanctioning paperwork for your event should be available by the AGM and Awards banquet to allow you to
promote your event and for our members to plan out their season.
All forms and contact information can be found at www.octra.on.ca. All applicable ride fees will be found on
the Sanctioning Application and the Items Payable to OCTRA forms.
As noted in the TRAIL section below, if there is any new trail on a ride that was sanctioned in previous years, the
OCTRA BoD require an inspection (or pre-ride) done of that portion of the trail before full sanctioning is
approved. The pre-ride will be done by a rider, designated by the BoD, who will report back to the Sanctioning
Chair and the BoD as to its suitability.
All long distance events at OCTRA sanctioned rides require that all participants MUST be OCTRA members or
pay an OCTRA Day Member Fee. Ride Managers must also be OCTRA members. All participants must have 3rd
party liability equine insurance either through the OEF (Ontario Equine Federation) or a private insurer
recognized by OCTRA. If any participant is allowed to ride without an OCTRA membership or equine insurance,
our group insurance is voided.
OCTRA’s Ride Managers also sanction events with other associations in tandem with OCTRA. These other groups
include the AERC, Endurance Canada, Arabian Horse Association and FEI. These other associations have their
own list of fees and requirements. It is the Ride Manager’s responsibility to be aware of what is required by
each sanctioning body.
For OCTRA BC (Best Condition) selection please note the following:
When a ride is sanctioned by both OCTRA & FEI, the Junior & Senior Riders have separate starting times as per
FEI rules - the two age groups will be combined based on running times, not start times. Therefore, both the JR
and SR BC’s will be considered together and the best will be chosen as the OCTRA BC.
It is the Ride Manager’s responsibility to submit correct results using the supplied Ride Secretary spreadsheets
WITHIN TWO WEEKS of their ride. It is then the Data Base Administrator’s responsibility to post these results in
the proper format in a timely manner. OCTRA members are very interested in seeing ride results therefore it is
imperative that Ride Managers have them completed and accurate in this time frame.
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Ride Date Selection
1. Ride dates used in the current season will be held for re-sanctioning of the same ride until October 31st
of that year. The Sanctioning Chair must receive a completed sanction form and the sanction fee prior
to that date. After October 31st, all ride dates where the Sanctioning Chair has not received a Sanction
Application and fees, will be considered to be open/available dates. Rides occurring after October 15th
may request an extension on this date by contacting the Sanctioning Chair.
Exception: the events listed below will get first and second choice of preferred ride dates. If an existing
event must give up an historical date they usually book, the Sanctioning Chair along with the Board will
try to satisfy all parties involved.
i.
ii.

Championship rides hosted by OCTRA
Rides required for qualification to our national and provincial teams

2. The Sanctioning Chair and the Board of Directors retain the right to change or delete ride dates in order
to give the membership a balanced ride schedule. This action would not be taken without, consideration
for, and communication with, all ride management involved.
3. The Sanctioning Chair suggests that if a Ride Manager wishes to use a date held by another Ride Manager
of an existing ride (a ride held in the previous season – with the same discipline, date and approx.
distances) they should contact that Ride Manager to discuss before sending in the Ride Sanction
Application form.
4. In order to have as balanced a ride year as possible and avoid Ride Managers “racing” to get their ride
approved early in the year , the BOD will only begin to consider sanctioning rides at the end of October
the year prior to the ride date. Special circumstances may warrant an exception (eg Provincial
Championship Sanction Application forms must be in 12 months prior to the requested date).

MARKING TRAIL
The Trail Master must be available at all times on ride day. When the Trail Master is out on trail he must be
accessible by cell or by radio.
The traditional method for marking trail is by using marking tape, also called flagging tape, which is used for
surveying. It can be ordered from www.cansel.ca or you can ask a more experienced Ride Manager. More often
now, trails are marked with ribbon – a different colour or combination of colours for each discipline and distance
– and arrows or signs to assist at turns or challenging areas on trail. Caution tape is also valuable in marking
areas where fencing is down, boggy sections, off limit areas, etc. Flourescent spray pain can be used on other
obstacles you may want to the riders to notice such as culverts, holes, etc.
No matter the method used, marking should be done so that a rider can see the next marker from the one just
passed. Enough markers should be placed so that the rider does not panic or feel that they are off the trail.
Points to keep in mind while marking trails:
 Markers should be placed on the right side of the trail
 Traditionally different coloured ribbons were used as follows
o white ribbons used for straight trails;
o red ribbons denoting right turns and
o blue ribbons for left turns at corners and/or intersections.
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o white ribbons combined with either red or blue to warn fast moving riders of an approaching turn
so they are prepared
o an event with different loops (especially if they intertwine) would use a different coloured ribbon
for each loop (not including red, white or blue)
 Currently you will usually see each loop marked with a different coloured ribbon. These loops will vary
in distance and Ride Management can combine different loops to create rides of varying distances at the
same venue. For example, if the “blue” loop is 20k and the red is 30k – a 40k Set Speed would do the
“blue” loop twice and an 80k Endurance would do the “red” loop twice and the “blue” loop once.
Generally, at the end of each loop there would be a vet check and quite often (but not always) each loop
ends up back at camp.
 If the ribbons are used to denote loops of different distances, signs, such as arrows for directions,
cautions for reduced speed due to two-way trail, bridge crossing, etc. can be used for communicating to
riders as they travel down the trail.
 Marking is usually done a week or two before the competition; however, if your ride is in public forests,
public trails or along traveled roads, you will need to check that all your markers are in place the night
before and/or the morning of your competition. Experience has shown that environmentalists, hikers,
bikers, vandals and so forth are prone to removing markers and/or re-routing trails, causing competitors
to get lost.
 All markers must be removed as soon as possible after your competition generally within two weeks. If
you have junior/senior members who own ATV’s, they will usually be glad of the opportunity in order to
use the trail in exchange for removing the markers. Remember to ask forest officials and property owners
for permission to use ATV’s on their property.
 CTR’s must have mileage markers on the trail i.e.: For a 25 mile CTR, you would have clearly readable
signs denoting 20 miles to go; 15 miles to go;10 miles to go; 5 miles to go then 4;3;2 and 1 mile to go;
with finally a sign saying “1/2 mile trot in to vet check”. This “1/2 mile trot in’ sign is also at the finish
line. If you have a vet check away from home base you must also have a “1/2 mile trot in” sign to the vet
check. In a CTR the last 5 miles must be marked mile-be-mile.
 Set Speed and Endurance rides do not require mileage markers; however, riders do appreciate knowing
when they are one to 5 km from camp.
Trail Contact Information
 Have a list of all property owner’s phone numbers and complete home addresses. This list should be
given to the Ride Secretary and Emergency Contact person.
 Have a contact list with other groups that use the same trail (bikers, hikers, etc.). These groups should
be aware that there will be horses on trail and may also be able to help in case of an emergency. This
list should be given to the Ride Secretary and Emergency Contact person.
 If the trail map handed out to the participants does not show all surrounding roads try to have one
available - aerial maps would be a bonus. A copy of this map can be posted on the Notice Board and one
should be given to the Emergency Contact Person.
Trail Marking for a Night Ride:


White ribbons are recommened for a night trail ride. They should be approximately 3/4m (2-3 feet) long
and tied at the top and bottom Often glow sticks do not continue to glow as long as needed and/or
some simply fail. For that reason, it is a good idea to use the white ribbons as well as the glow sticks. It
is a good rule of thumb to save the red glow sticks to mark areas of concern on trail (holes, culverts, etc.)
so that the riders know to avoid them.
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In order to determine when you need glow sticks to start on your trail use the cut off times (i.e a rider
has 12 hours to finish 80k (50 miles), 18 to finish 120k (75 miles), etc…) and mark accordingly, for example
:
 A 160k (100 mile) ride starts at 5:00 am. It gets dark at 10:00pm which gives
17 hours of daylight.
 A rider must be at 110k (mile 70) by 10:00 p.m. or ride management can
disqualify the horse/rider for overtime.
 Therefore glow sticks should be put out as of the 110k mark (mile 70) or even
sooner to be safe.
A good Rule of Thumb is 100 glow sticks for every ten miles.
Glow sticks should be hung in place BEFORE the ride. Someone should be designated to ride out to break
them a few hours before dark. This ensures riders are not riding in the dark waiting for glow sticks.
Consider having an ATV ready to go out in order to ensure the safety of riders on trail in the dark.
Roads are more of a safety concern at night and should be avoided if at all pssible. If a road or a section
of road must be used for a night ride, encourage pit crews to meet and help their riders (with 4 way
flashers) down roads or have volunteers on hand.
Ride managers responsible for marking night trail for the first time will be asked to liaise with an
experienced person appointed by the Board.

BUDGETING
Your first objective is to not lose money on your ride. The goal, at the very least, is to break even. The following
is a list of things you will need to budget for before you calculate the fees to charge participants and the number
of competitors you will need to break even.
Fixed costs are those that do not vary by the number of competitors;
Variable costs are those that are affected by the number of competitors.
Fixed Costs:
1. Permits
All forests and trails governed by municipal, governments or trails by trail groups such as Ontario Trails
Council require you to apply for a permit and pay a fee for the use of their trails. Example: Ganaraska
Forest requires a contract to be signed, a fee of $150 per day and a map of the trails to be used and the
time of day of usage.
2. Toilet Facilities
Many of the ride “home bases” are in a forest or open field, so portable toilets will be necessary. If you
have a one day competition with 60 or less competitors, you will probably need 2 units. If you have more
then 60 competitors then you may need an additional unit. If yours is a two day competition, you may
need to fill out a contract with the supplier to pump out the units either the evening of the first day
(preferable) or early morning of the second day.
3. Sanctioning fees
You will need to budget for the OCTRA sanctioning fee for all events and if you choose to sanction with
other bodies you must take their fees into account as well. If sanctioning with the AERC include the
exchange rate for the US dollar.
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Variable Costs:
1. OCTRA Rider fees
a. OCTRA Day Memberships for non-members
This fee should be added to your entry fee. You collect it from the participant and forward the
funds to OCTRA.
b. Per Rider Fee
This fee should be built into your entry fee. For Ride ‘n Tie events it is a “per team” fee.
If you are sanctioning with other bodies, you will be responsible for those additional fees. For example,
the per Rider Levy & Day Membership fees that you must pay to AERC in U.S. funds.These non-member
fees should be listed on your rider flyer.
OCTRA FEES 2016

$

Sanctioning Fee

$45

Non-Member Day Fee

$20/rider

Rider/Horse Fee

$5/rider or team

COMMENTS
Must be included with Sanctioning Application Form 90
days prior to event
Must be remitted on Items Payable to OCTRA form within
two weeks of ride
Must be remitted on Items Payable to OCTRA form within
two weeks of ride

2. Rider Meals
Most OCTRA Ride Managers include at least one meal per event to those participants who paid their
entry fees before a set deadline. The practice in recent years is to supply supper at the end of the ride
day. Ride Managers will either have to find volunteers to supply the meal (from sandwiches, to chili or
barbeques) or the other option is to find a local caterer and add the per plate cost into the entry fee for
the rider. In addition, you will need a per meal charge so that participants have the option of purchasing
extra meal tickets for others including pit crew, friends or family. As well, if you choose to have volunteers
share in this meal, you should take into account the cost/meal/volunteer and include that in your budget
3. Scorecards
No charge - the Sanctioning Chair will supply you with the an estimated number of scorecards required
for each discipline.
Additional Costs (Fixed or Variable)
1. Vet/Lay Judge
a. Fees
Vets and judges are paid a standard fee for each day worked. The fee for a Ride ‘n Tie is relatively
small due to the small number of horses involved. A one day CTR, Set Speed or Endurance ride
with two vets and a lay judge with more than 40 horses, will have fees in excess of $700. As a
conservative estimate, you should budget approximately $400 per day for each vet (treatment
jobs may be more) and $200 per day for each lay judge. You should ensure that your vets and lay
judges are satisfied with this fee as it may change over time, some lay judges and vets are also
willing to negotiate when dealing with smaller rides or training rides. (See Appendix 1 for list of
fees for 2016)
b. Travel Expenses
Some vets may work for only their out of pocket expenses such as gas or air fare or you may have
to pay a per diem along with expenses depending on the notice you are giving the person in
question, their availablility, the distance they have to travel, etc.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

c. Accommodations
You may need to budget money for motel/hotel/bed and breakfast accommodations for each of
your vets/lay judges for the duration of their stay. Some may have their own RV or you may be
able to find them accomodations in borrowed/rented RVs or in the home of your ride
management team. Vetting may continue very late into the evening before or after the ride so
ensure you have taken that into account.
Equipment rentals
a. Water
Rides cannot be sanctioned if there is not sufficient water for the horses participating.
If you do not have access to a high volume tap water but must get water from a stream or pond,
you will need to either borrow or rent a water pump to get water from a local natural source or
you could rent a tanker of water from a local pool company.
b. Water troughs & cooling buckets
You will need suffient water troughs (unless natural sources of water are available) on trail, at vet
checks, at base camp and wherever you have camping. On trail you will need water available
approx.. every 10-12km and several at home base and in the overnight camping area. Troughs
can be purchased at varous hardware or feed stores or they may loan them to you if returned
undamaged. Each water trough on trail should also have a supply of 6 to 10 buckets with sponges
so that riders may cool their horses without polluting the drinking water in the trough. These
items can be purchased in bulk stores or you may have people donate or lend them.
c. Water delivery
In order to keep the troughs full, you will need a pick-up truck with a large tank (900 liters/200
gallons or larger) on the back. You may be able to borrow from someone local or an OCTRA
members. If not, you will have to contact a local water man to keep your troughs full. In any case,
the cost of supplying water must also be included in your budget and at the very least you will be
paying for gas/diesel to run the truck.
Signage
a. Should you require signs at your event they can either be made by Ride Management or you can
get a local sign company to do up Coroplast signs. They may donate them (with their name on
them) or give them to you at a reduced cost if you include their name in your advertising material
and ride packages. These signs, if cared for, can last for years. Signs may include:
i. Directional arrows for on trail or direction of traffic in camp
ii. Caution/Danger Signs for on trail and on roads leading to camp
iii. “No Entry” for on trail
iv. “Two Way Trail”
v. Ride Name for posting with arrows on roads leading to camp
vi. “CAUTION : HORSES ON ROAD TODAY”
vii. Camp Signs (Dogs on leashes, Ride Office & Hours, Crew Area, Vet Area, Pulse Area, etc.
etc.)
Garbage
a. You should contact your Municipality or Township office to ask them the best method for
disposing of garbage bags after the ride. Many will include a spot near ride camp for a one-time
garbage pick up – usually at no additional charge. They may also have items you can borrow that
would help with the logistics of your ride such as:
i. Garbage cans and bags
ii. Orange pylons (for road crossings or blocking areas in camp)
iii. Safety vests (for volunteers working at road crossings to wear)
iv. Hand-held and stationary signs for road crossings (Stop, Yield)
Volunteer Meals
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a. Vet/Lay Judges
You are responsible for supplying three meals a day plus snacks and beverages for every full day
they are at your ride as well as any meals for partial days – such as dinner the day the arrive and
breakfast the day they leave.
b. Workers
Anyone volunteering on the day(s) of the ride such as Scribes, Timers, Road Crossings, etc. should
receive a meal during their shift(s). If they are there all day you may supply them with two or
three depending on the timing. As well water should be available at all times and snacks if
possible. Large water jugs with hand pumps is a good idea in order to keep trash to a minimum
but you may need water bottles for those working away from the main area.
1. Other
Be aware of how long your working day is going to be and ensure refreshments will be available
for those people who are so gracious to volunteer and/or those you are responsible for. If vet
checks and volunteers will be working late into the night, consider having pizzas delivered or
sandwiches available. Cold, dark nights bring out the sweet tooth in many, so a few cookies might
keep morale up for the duration.
6. Power
If hydro is not available and you need a power source for the caterer, coffee pots, etc. you will need to
rent or borrow a generator. A power source in this day in age is also important so that vets/lay judges
can charge their devices and the Ride Secretary can have a computer available for a myriad of duties.
7. Lights
If you are having a night ride or if one of the rides will have participants coming into camp after dark you
will need to have a light source available. Some rides simply line up vehicles and use the car headlights
as required. You can also rent or borrow light towers but make sure they come with a generator unless
you have electiricty available to plug in an electric one.
8. Advertising
a. In order to communicate your ride to both members and non-members you must have your Ride
Flyer (see example Appendix 2 ) linked to the Ride Calendar on our website. There is no charge
for this but you should forward it to the Webmaster as soon as possible as members will be
looking for information early in the season as they try to organize their rides and holidays,etc.
The more information you provide the better and should include:
 Event name, date, address, directions
 Disciplines and distances offered
 List of all fees and deadline dates
 Meals included with fees, additional meal fees and deadline date for ordering
 Show web link www.octra.on.ca
 Additional items:
o Note if there will be away vet checks
o Camping fees (if any) and information
o Rules specific to your ride as well as generic OCTRA rules
b. If you wish you can also advertise your ride at local tack shops, riding stables or in local papers or
web calendars. The OEF has a calendar where you can post OCTRA events and you might also
contact a Toronto based paper called The Rider. The OEF does not charge to have dates on its
calendar and local stores/stables probably won’t charge either as long as you have permission to
post your flyer. For newspapers or magazines, you should be aware of their fees and deadlines.
Some local papers may do a local interest story on your event if you give them enough lead time
– those would be free as well.
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c. It is a good idea to post information on your ride (see Appendix 3) in local stores and post offices
to let people who live in the area know that there will be horses on the road and what they should
do if they meet a horse and rider (or loose horse) on local roads. Include contact information for
one or more ride organizers.
9. Awards
Please see the OCTRA Rule Book for up-to-date information regarding what ribbons are mandatory. For
Set Speed, Certificates and Seals are supplied by OCTRA. For awards, many Ride Managers go to local
tack/feed stores or other businesses in their area soliciting products for prizes. If you are not successful
you will need to budget funds to buy awards and prizes. Try to keep ribbons as generic as possible so
that if they are not all used at one event, they can be used up later - hopefully saving you money in the
long run.
10. OCTRA Ride Kit
OCTRA will supply a Ride Kit (see Appendix 4) for your event free of charge; however, you may need to
budget a small amount to cover any losses or damage to the equipment that is supplied to you. Please
do an inventory update and forward to Ride Kit Manager (Elaine Steele-East or Sue Downing - West) on
completion of your ride so the kit can be updated for the next event.
11. Miscellaneous
You will need:
 wood stakes (for posting signage as well as on trail if there are no handy trees for ribbons or
arrows)
 tape or flags (for outlining vet area and perhaps the camping area)
 flouresent spray paint (also helpful in outling areas designated for specific activities and to mark
rocks or other dangers on trail)
 large envelopes for ride packages including plastic ziplocs for carrying vet cards
 Grease pens for numbering participating horses
 Office Supplies (pens, markers, stapler, staple gun, extra staples, Bristol board for signs, etc.)
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SAFETY
 OPP and/or local police
Even if your ride does not cross any highways or concession roads, the local detachment of the OPP
should be notified that you are holding a competition. This is important if horses get loose or out of the
confines of home base and possibly on roads. If you are using roads or crossing them, you should notify
the OPP with the approximate times the competitors will be on the roads or crossing and where.
 Local Hospital / Ambulance Service / Fire Station
Inform the emergency services of your ride and an estimate on the number of people attending (include
riders, volunteers, vets, etc.). The main issue is often dehydration so it is a good idea that emergency
departments have suffient fluids on hand.
 911 – Cell Service
Ensure that your cell phone or On Star can call out from your ride location in case of an emergency. There
are some forest and rural areas where cell phones will not work and you need to know where to go in
order to make connections.
 Emergency Procedure
Before the Ride, the Ride Manager should prepare a procedure on how to handle injuries to riders or
volunteers.
o All volunteers must have a radio or cell phone so they can be reached as well as be able to reach
Ride Management
o A person should be pre-selected to be in charge in case of emergency
o This person should have a radio or reliable cell phone and this # should be made available to all
volunteers, riders, etc.
o This person should have all emergency contact info, directions to base camp along with civic #
address
o An area should be designated to be the command post at base camp
o Maps should be available which shows the trails and all local roads
o Lost horse
o Local emergency services should be contacted
o A grid search should be organized in case of a lost horse with specific volunteers assigned
to specific areas
o Each volunteer should report back to base once they have reached their assigned area
 Local Search & Rescue
If there is a Search & Rescue service in your area you should have their contact information and let them
know of your ride date, ride area and number of equine participants. They are a great resource in case
a horse goes missing as they are knowledgeable of the area.
 Local Equine Vet & Surgery
Although most rides must have a Treatment Vet on site it is still a good idea to let your local equine vet
know of your ride and the number of hores attending. It is also a good idea to know where the closest
equine surgery is located and also ensure they are aware of your event.
THE NAME OF THE TREATMENT VET IF NOT ON GROUNDS SHOULD BE CLEARLY POSTED WITH NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE #’s IN CASE RIDE MANAGEMENT IS NOT AVAILABLE. THE TREATMENT VET
SHOULD BE AVAIILABLE WITH ALLL NECESSARY EQUIPMENT WITHIN NO MORE THAN 30 MILES DRIVING
DISTANCE FROM THE RIDE.
 Equine Ambulance
All rides should have an “equine ambulance” (horse trailer and truck) designated soley for emergencies
– picking up injured horses on trail in order to bring them back to base camp is the responsibility of Ride
Management. Transporting horses from the ride site to either a local vet or a surgery is the responsibility
of the participant.
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DOGS
 Dogs must be restrained at all times
 Dogs must be on leashes when moving around camp
 Dogs must be kept away from the vetting area during events
 Warnings to owners who do not follow these rules should be given and the RMs have the right to
ask the owners to leave the ride if they do not comply OR RMs may forward a complaint to the Board
to deal with the issue.

VOLUNTEERS
Trained volunteers are required for:
 Trail Master
 Ride Secretary
 P&R Technicians
 Vet Scribes
 Timers
Other necessary volunteers include:
 Trail Markers
o Your Trail Master will probably need help marking all the trail. Additional workers with access to
ATV’s is a huge help but be sure landowners have given authorization to have them on trail.
 Food prep and servers
o As mentioned in Budgeting all volunteers must be fed during the time they are working for you.
o For smaller rides, Ride Management should be able to provide their volunteers with sandwiches
and small meals prepared by a few volunteers with Ride Management covering all expenses or
the volunteer cooks may offer to supply ingredients free or at cost.
o For larger rides, Ride Management may either supply the food themselves or with the help of
volunteers, but many Ride Managers prefer to cater out for larger groups. If you have a caterer
preparing a post-ride meal for the riders you can “piggy back” your volunteers onto this meal as
well as any additional meals. You can also approach local restaurants to see if they will provide
free or cheaper box lunches for your army of workers.
o NOTE: BE VERY WARY OF HAVING A POTLUCK AS THE ONTARIO MINISTRY OF HEALTH IS
CRACKING DOWN ON THEM AS THEY FEEL THAT THE FOOD PREPERATION MAY NOT MEET THEIR
STANDARDS.
 Clean Up
o You will need volunteers to help clean up after the ride; to unmark trail; collect garbage bags for
disposal; and to ensure that base camp is left the way it was found.
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Volunteer Clinics
P&R (Pulse & Recovery); Vet Scribes, Timers
If you use volunteers that have no experience in the tasks you need done, consider having a clinic to teach the
skills before the pre-ride vetting begins. The Education Committee Chair will usually be available to help you set
up the clinics or give you direction on how to do one yourself.
RIDE DAY
Ride Secretary
You will need a knowledgeable person to act as Ride Secretary. This person must begin the work of Ride
Secretary many weeks before the actual ride date. This person must know all the requirements such as:
 the entry fees;
 additional fees for non-members;
 extra meals;
 coggins test;
 insurance;
 membership;
 weight divisions;
 and horse numbering systems.
The Ride Secretary must:
 be available and prepared to take entries weeks before the competition;
 be able to answer most questions;
 make up the ride packages for each competitor;
 know what the riders must present when registering the day of the ride;
 have all Ride Management, emergency & volunteer cell phone #’s;
 know what post ride forms to fill out, the date they must be completed by and who all the copies must
be sent to.
Ride Talk
The Ride Manager and/or the Trail Master must be prepared to go over a map of the trail with all the riders as
a group, outlining:
 the trail conditions including rough or rocky areas, muddy or swampy sections;
 road crossings if any;
 vet check distances;
 allowed time for CTR’s;
 parameters for pulse at gates
 hold times for Set Speed & Endurance vet checks;
 directions on start and finish points;
 how to get to away vet checks;
 restrictions of any kind must be articulated to pit crew and/or spectators.
The Head Vet will usually also take a moment to discuss any issues such as possible issues due to current
weather, hold times, etc.
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Start Times
Endurance, Ride ‘n Tie and Mileage Rides have only one start time. However Set Speed Rides and CTR’s have
two riders starting every two minutes with a five minute break every ten horses.
Meetings
A meeting should be held with all the Vets, Lay Judges and the Ride Manager to discuss time allowed for CTR’s;
parameters for pulse rates, hold times for Set Speed and Endurance competitions. The Ride Manager should
meet with the Head P&R person and the P&R techs to go over specific discipline rules (especially if more than
one discipline is competing at the same time) and the proper method for filling out vet/score cards and all
paperwork.
A meeting should also be held with the Vets, Lay Judges, Ride Manager and Scribes to ensure they are aware of
what is required and where they should apply information on the score card.
Data Collection
The Vet/Lay Judge Committee is interested in collecting data on all horses that are pulled from all OCTRA
sanctioned events for purposes of horse welfare as well as to discover any trends and to improve the OCTRA
process.
Ride Manager’s should forward a copy or picture of the horses Vet Card to the Committee Chair(s) along with
an explanation.
Volunteer Workers
The Ride Manager should meet with all the volunteers such as Timers; water people, food people and any others
to explain what is expected of them and when and where they are expected to perform their tasks.
CTR Scoring
The Ride Manager must know in detail how to score a Competitive Trail Ride (CTR). This means studying the rule
book and score card and doing some samples until you are comfortable with the scoring system and can
teach/instruct a volunteer how to do it. The Ride Manager should also be aware of the different vet cards and
rules for each discipline and ensure the proper procedure is being followed.
Rider Packages
The rider package is usually a large brown envelope or a large plastic Ziploc and contains; the riders’
vet/scorecard (including name, horses name, competition #); numbered bib (CTR only); meal tickets if applicable
and often a trail map. It is imperative it includes emergency contact information for Ride Management as well
as local emergency numbers such as hospital or local vets. It should also contain the OCTRA Ride Handout which
outlines basics rules for OCTRA events.. It can contain any info or samples from Sponsors and/or information on
local stores, gas stations or activities. This package is usually assembled by the Ride Secretary.
Ride Time Estimation
You will need to be familiar with the estimation of distances equines will travel in hours. This is important in
order to have workers in place for vet gates/vet checks away from home base; when food should be ready and
where and when it should be delivered for workers and riders; and in order to inform caterers the approximate
time for the after ride meal. As well you will need to advise what time and where the awards will be given out.
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Vet Checks
Vet checks should always take place every 12-15 miles. Longer distances between checks are not usually
recommended though in particularly longer rides ( 80+ km’s) are often appropriate.
Water
Ensure your volunteers supplying water to troughs and sponge pails always have an ample supply of water at
each location so that competitors are never at risk of arriving at an empty water trough.
Information Board
An information board should be set up at the Ride Office stating information that competitors will need to know
such as:
 Ride Management contact info
 Emergency (equine & human) info including Treatment Vet if on site
 Large map showing trails and all roads
 Ride Office hours
 Vetting in Times
 Start Times
o Ride ‘n Tie, Mileage & Endurance – all riders have the same start time
o Set Speed &CTR – rider pairs start in two minute intervals with a 5 minute break every 10 horses
 Heart Rate & Speed Parameters
 Meal time(s)
 Award time
 Manure disposal & camping area clean up
Mistakes
You WILL make mistakes and very likely you will receive criticism. Take it in stride. If it is something you can
improve at your next ride, file it away for future use. Most of your riders will be happy and grateful for your
efforts but there are always a few who enjoy complaing. If it is general grousing, ignore it. If you have done as
good a job as you are capable of, be satisfied. Being a Ride Manager is not an easy job.
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APPENDICES
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1. CROSS SANCTIONING
The Ride Manager should clearly state to participants what cross-sanctioning arrangements have been made,
including whether or not cross-entry is required and how awards will be determined in cross-sanctioned events.
There are two basic types of sanctioning bodies:
 breed related
 performance organizations.
Performance organizations (OCTRA, AERC, ECC and FEI) are generally concerned with:
 How the ride is run, timing, scoring, points, what riders are allowed to do.
 Require rider membership in the organization to qualify for their points.
 Require ride management membership in the organization.
 Charge for the sanction request.
 Charge per rider for the event.
 May have requirements on who can officiate and what they must be paid.
 May have conflicting/supplementary rule requirements, the ride manager may need to negotiate a
compromise between the organizations.
 The event pays for ride day awards.
Differences in ride operating rules are important to ensure riders are credited with points in their respective
association. Typically there is a standard compromise but rider, officials and organizations need to be aware of
them up front.
Breed organizations (Morgan Horse, Standardbred, AHA) are often only interested in awarding prizes to their
breed at the event.
The Breed Association will
 Provide the ribbons, trophies or prizes.
 Often do not require a formal sanction request.
 Do not impact the operation of the ride.
 Do not impact other riders or management.
However, please note that some organizations, such as the AHA, can be both performance and breed related
and as such you may require formal sanctioning from them.
Please note, if you sanction with more than one organization results must be sent to each individually. Confirm
at the outset which disciplines they recognize and are interested in sanctioning. For example, Equestrian Canada
and the FEI are only interested in sanctioning Endurance rides.

Endurance
Endurance riders in Ontario compete for points and awards in both OCTRA and the AERC North Eastern Region.
Many riders also compete under AHA, EC and FEI. Points and rankings are important to many of these riders
and some organizations impose strict time limits for posting results. Management needs to be aware of and
respect these deadlines. When predicting the number of entries, the most competitive of these riders will often
travel farther, compete in the longer events and pay higher fees than casual or new-to-endurance riders. Where
multiple events are held on a weekend, these riders may also enter shorter events the day prior to an endurance
ride. The casual endurance rider, new to this level or less competitive, make up about 10% of the starters. They
typically ride one or possibly two events per year and are not usually AERC members. They are often riding near
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the limit of their and their horse’s ability therefore only enter a single event for the weekend. The casual
endurance rider typically enters a single endurance ride, often late in the season or close to home.
OCTRA rules require that endurance rides/events (80 km or longer) be operated under AERC rules (and must
have an AERC-sanctioned Head Vet) and are often sanctioned with the AERC as many OCTRA members also are
members with this American club. All disciplines that are covered under the AERC umbrella (Endurance Rides
and Limited Distance Rides) must be sanctioned with AERC when sanctioning with this organization as is the
norm for most sanctioning organizations. You do not need to sanction events that AERC does not recognize (e.g
Set Speed, Ride ‘n Tie, CTR’s). If in doubt, call the AERC office or contact your AERC NE Region Sanctioning
Director.
Many riders anticipate that OCTRA Endurance Rides are also cross-sanctioned by AERC. The ride manager
should clearly state whether or not this is the case. Notable requirements to an AERC sanction include:
 Sanction request 90 to 120 days in advance of the ride.
 The Ride Manager must be an AERC member.
 Riders must be AERC members or pay the AERC member day fee.
 Fees paid to AERC are in US dollars. Exchange rates and bank fees may increase costs.

Endurance Riding in Canada
The Endurance in Canada group via Equestrian Canada is our national sanctioning body. They have specific
requirements regarding ride officials.
A “prize list” (ride flyer) must be submitted with the sanctioning request and should include the following:
 A list of the judges and officials (Ride mgr, trail master, secretary, steward or technical delegate)
 The highest level of ride offered (i.e. Bronze)
 The dates, venue, any extra rules or guidelines (refunds, animal control, etc.)
 The EC code of conduct and waiver to be signed
 Entry form.
 Please note - riders and the Ride Manager must be EC members.
When applying for the Bronze license from EC, Ontario residents must have OEF membership as Ontario is a
“participating province”. Quebec is currently a “non-participating province”, so Quebec riders are not required
to join their provincial organization although many Quebec riders join OEF. Riders and the ride manager must
hold the appropriate EC Sports License, Bronze for “provincial” rides. Per rider fees apply.

Endurance – FEI
Equestrian Canada is the vehicle by which international sanctioning with FEI occurs. Sanction requests for FEI
must be channeled through this group.
 EC sanctioning is a prerequisite.
 Confirm deadline dates for sanctioning
 Silver, Gold or Platinum Sport license required depending on event.
 Bronze events are not FEI sanctioned.
 Horse identification (passport) and EC horse license required for horsed competing in 2 Star events and
above. One Star events do not require a passport if the horse is competing in Canada.
 FEI fees required.
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2. VET / LAY JUDGE FEES
Vets and Lay Judges are paid a standard fee for each day worked. Head Vets may be paid more. The
fees listed are not carved in stone. Vet/Judges may be willing to be paid less for very small rides
(such as Training or Ride ‘n Ties) with fewer horses or for new rides just trying to get off the ground
or for multi-day rides. They may also be expected to be paid more at much larger rides especially
those with cross-sanctioning involving different disciplines and rules. They may also require a larger
fee if they are asked at the last minute to attend especially if they have to cancel other plans to help
you out.

Per Diems (2016)
Head Vet

$400 +

Vets

$400

Lay Judges

$200

Treatment Vet
The Treatment Vet is usually paid by the horse owner based on whatever treatment is necessary. In
addition, they may charge a per diem fee or flat rate to attend the ride especially if they have no
patients. This should be discussed before the ride and be included in budgets
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3. RIDE FLYER EXAMPLE
RIDE NAME
DISCIPLINES OFFERED
(R ‘n T, CTR, SS, Endurance)

LOCATION:
Full address that can be used by a GPS app (test before hand)
SANCTIONED BY:
OCTRA, AERC, AHA, etc.
DATE(S) of RIDE:
DEADLINE DATES:
Last date to order meals, date for late fees, last date to register, etc.
LATE & ADMIN FEES: Clearly outline the process and dates for switching rides, pulling horses after they are
registered and when the late fee will be enforced. Be consistent in applying these
fees and dates.
Date
1.
2.
3.

Discipline, Level &
Distance
Cost
1
Graded or Placed
xxx
123
$
yyy
456
$
zzz
789
$
All entries include one meal OR No meals will be provided by Ride Management

Away Vet Checks

(let participants know which rides will have away checks and how many)

Day Memberships:2
Day Memberships:
Late Fees:
Extra Meal:

$xx
$xx
$xx
$xx

Camping Fees3

$xx/night

SEND EMAIL REGISTRATION FORM WITH AN E-TRANSFER OR MAIL REGISTRATION FORM
W CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER TO:
NAME, ADDRESS
ENQUIRIES:
NAME, TEL #s & EMAIL
DIRECTIONS TO RIDE CAMP:

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OCTRA PLEASE GO TO OCTRA.ON.CA

1

Set Speed (Graded/placed for Bronze, Silver or Gold); CTR (Novice or Open); Endurance (Open, FEI 1*,2*,3*)
Day Memberships OCTRA (AERC)
3
Let participants know if there is a camping fee and what is included
2
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4. NOTICE OF HORSES ON ROADS

NOTICE
HORSES ON TRAIL & ROADS
August 31st & September 1 st, 2016

On Saturday & Sunday, Aug 31st & Sept 1st, The Seaway Valley Arabian Horse Association (SVAHA)
will be hosting an Endurance Ride which is sanctioned by both the Ontario Competitive Trail Ride
Association & the international body, Fédération Equestre Internationale. The Ride will be utilizing trails
in the Warwick Forest and surrounding roads. Approximately 100 horses will be on trails and roads
between 08:00 and 24:00. The trail will be marked with coloured flagging starting on August 23rd which
will be removed by September 10th. All of our riders are encouraged to be courteous when sharing the
trail! All riders will obey the Ontario Highway Traffic Act while on public roads.

Please pass our horses & riders slow and wide for safety!
Questions or concerns? Please contact:
______________________________________________
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5. RIDE KIT
Please Note: Portable shelter & pegs (packed separately) AND 20 Units of Fluid (packed separately)
Box 1
ITEM
QUANTITY
Conforming Stretch Gauze (non2
sterile)
Perform ‘n Win Electrolytes
1
Catheter-over-needle
2
Practical Cotton
5
Surgical Scrub
½
10% Iodine Solution
½
Zinc Oxide
full tube
Large Volume IV Solution Bag
1
Elbow length plastic gloves
1 box
Latex gloves
100
Emergency horse blanket
82”
Humane lip twitch
1

TREATMENT VET
SIZE
10.16cm x 375cm
1 container
12g x 13cm
1lb roll
500 ml
500 ml

Syringes

3
12
1
1
2
3
3
2

10ml
3ml
60cc/ml
60cc/ml
20cc/ml
10cc/ml
5cc/ml

Hypodermic needles
Syringes
Thermometers

62
6
3

.8mm x 40mm
3cc

Absorbine veterinary liniment
Sterile lubricating jelly
EZ lube lubricant
Abdominal pad

1
1
2
3

475ml

Basic Solution Set

17
8
3

2”x 5 yds
4” x 5 yds
1.8m long

Large Bore IV Catheter

5

14g x 5.25”

Gauze pads

>200

4 ½” x 4 ½”

Coflex flexible bandage

Absorbent applicators (wood sticks) 100
Ouchless non-adherent pad
54

COMMENTS

Liquid skin cleanser
Liquid

Blunt
Interlink
Catheter tip
Lock tip
Lock tip
Taper tip
Lock tip
Monoject 412

Monoject

8 fl oz
15.2cm x 20.3 cm
Stretched
Stretched

4 ½” x 4 ½”
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#1

#2
#3

#4

Basic Solution Set
Alcohol pads
Tongue depressors
– wooden
Injection Plugs
Surgical blades
Stitch cutters
Sterile Water
Fluorets
Eye rinse
Tape
Elastoplast

1
62

Ointment

4

3.5g

Needles

7
3
7

18g x 1”
25g x ⅝”
22g x 1”

3

10ml

5
1
6
3
9
0
1
2
2
2

AA
C
9” round
10½” round
7½” x 9”
16½” x 11”

Test tubes
samples

for

Tools
Duct tape
Clipboards Letter Size
Clipboards Legal Size
Batteries

Clocks

Med

19
3
5
5
10
3
1
1
1

Pocket Guide to Emergency First Aid
Safety scissors
Gauze bandage
Gauze bandage
Antiseptic swabs
Bandage compress
Latex gloves
Adhesive strips
Safety pins

1
1
1
1
9
2
1

Alcohol prep pads
Speciality bandages
Triangular bandage
Instant cold
Latex gloves
Gauze bandage

10
4 ea
1
1
1
1

10ml
30ml
3m
Neomycin polymyxin B
sulphates & ophthalmic

1”
Larger than 1”

12

5cm x 4.5cm
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Absorbent balls
Gauze pads

25
4
12
12
1
1

Plastic bandages
Compress bandage
1st aid antiseptic spray
BOX 2
ITEM

7.6cm x 7.6cm
1.9cm x 7.5cm
2.5cm x 7.5cm
10cm x 10cm
105ml
QUANTITY

Tensor bandage
1st aid tape
Antibiotic ointments
Q Tips
Tweezers
Safety scissors
Safety pins
Field dressing
Gauze
Abdominal pad

1
1 roll
1
20
1
1
10
1
2
1

Box 3
ITEM
QUANTITY SIZE
Set Speed Completion
250
Certificates
See
Pinnies (see below)
88
below
Volunteer Caution Vests 7
Box of Safety Pins
1
Megaphone

1

Scales
VET CHECK

2

Stethoscopes
Stethoscope repair kit
Hoof pick
Container
Sharpie
permanent
marker
Grease Pens / Wax
Markers
Stop watches - Digital
Stop watches – Analog
Pens
Pencils

2
6
1
1

SIZE
15g

15cm x 15cm
5cm x 7.5cm
12.7cm x 22.8cm

RIDE OFFICE
COMMENTS

6 orange & 1 yellow
Variety of sizes for pinnies
Eight
C
batteries
(cracked on one side at top)

required

doubles
singles

2
5
4
2
27
2

Vet Check Chits

37

Paper clip (large)
“OCTRA ASK ME” pins

1
2

Yellow, green, red, orange, dark blue,
`

Both in working order

For riders who have to leave their vet card
with vet as they have to return to vet check
for recheck before next loop
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RIDER PINNIES -- #’s available
Sequence
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9
10, 14, 15 16, 17, 18, 19
20, 22, 27, 28, 29
31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 39
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58, 59
61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69
74, 76, 77, 78
80, 81, 83, 85, 86, 89
90, 91, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100
Plain Pinnies w/o #’s
Total Pinnies

Total Pinnies
8
7
5
7
9
8
8
4
6
9
17
88
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6. ADVICE FOR NEW MANAGERS
1. Read the Ride Managers' Handbook cover to cover and ask lots of questions.
2. Read the Rule Book cover to cover and ask lots of questions.
3. Make sure you have one really experienced person (not a vet) on your team of officials who knows the rules
inside and out (either an experienced Head Timer or Lay Judge).
4. Ask that experienced person their opinion on the Ride Camp layout (e.g., where should the vetting area be,
where should the water area be, etc.) so that everything flows smoothly.
5. Ask for help in advance from other Ride Managers, experienced riders, etc., especially for things like where
your trot-ins will be for CTR or where your finish line will be for Endurance.
6. It is a great idea to run a Training Ride first so that everyone is learning and you get the benefit of some
experienced officials teaching inexperienced officials as well as a shorter ride, shorter day, lower
expectations, etc.
7. Don't try to do it all yourself - delegate, delegate, delegate!
8. Look after your officials and volunteers well. Riders will look after themselves - they will come back because
there is a place to ride. Volunteers and officials only come back if they have good memories of the ride.
9. Set an early cut-off date for ride entries. It has been found that offering a discount for early entries (instead
of a penalty for late ones) is more effective in encouraging timely registrations which allows Ride
Management to better organize meals, camping, etc.
10. Do not say "NO" if someone says, "Can I help" Say thanks and make them stay at your shoulder until
something comes up that you need help with.
11. Have volunteer positions and "job" descriptions, so that volunteers know what is expected of them before
they show up. Have a volunteer meeting prior to vetting and ride talks. If you can, have a Volunteer
Coordinator go-to-person.
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